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(ABSTRACT)
This work discusses the use of Positive Position Feedback (PPF) for Active Vibration Control as part of an Active Damage Control System (ADCS). Vibration control
increases the fatigue life of a structure and decreases the in-plane stresses that can
cause delamination in a composite. PPF is a collocated direct-output feedback control method that increases the effective damping in a structure. A simply-supported
beam was used as the testbed which used strain gages as the sensing element and
piezoelectric ceramics as the actuator.
Initial investigations into sampled-data systems using PPF are presented. The
issues addressed are: stability of the sampled system, the effects of the sampling rate
on the system, and degradation from predicted analog performance. A digital design
procedure for the tuning filters in the Z-plane is suggested if the sampling rate to
be used is known. If the sampling rate varies significantly, to avoid redesigning the
filters for each new sampling rate, they should be designed in the continuous-time
and transformed to the Z-plane. The Tustin transformation was found to adequately
map the poles and zeros of the compensator to the Z-plane for digital control.
Experimental implementation of PPF on a simply-supported beam resulted in
vibration suppression of three modes with a S180 controller. The beam was subjected to both a single-frequency harmonic disturbance and a broadband harmonic
disturbance. One, two, and three-mode controllers were designed with disturbance
suppression up to 15dB achieved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Active Damage Control Systems have become a topic of growing interest with recent
advances in Smart Material Systems. Smart Material Systems (SMS) have classically
been defined as those systems or structures that contain sensors, actuators, and control capabilities. A more current description of SMS incorporates three main sciences:
Material Systems and Structural Behavior, Material Synthesis and Processing, and
Information Processing and Computation. It is the integration of these three areas
that make up SMS.
Advances in each of these areas have made the concept of Active Damage Control
feasible. New technology and materials have created smaller actuators and sensors
making it possible to incorporate them more easily into the structure. A more thorough understanding of the mechanics of structures and how actuators and sensors
interact has allowed the integration of the two for a complete description of the system. Constant breakthroughs in computer technology have increased computational
speeds and the amount of information processed beyond what was once thought attainable. It is because of these advances that new doors are being opened for SMS
that just a few years ago were closed.
1

Increasing emphasis on SMS has resulted in the interest of Active Damage Control
Systems. Active Damage Control Systems (ADCS) are considered the combination of
many applications of smart structures, such as vibration control, shape control, and
strain control. Delamination control, reducing high stress concentrations and impact
effects, controlling the buckling of structures, and alleviating high dynamic and/or
transient stresses in structures are a few of the tasks for ADCS.

1.2

Objective

Contained within the topic of Active Damage Control Systems are two main objectives: damage detection and damage control. In the early stages of research, these
are two separate areas of study with their own objectives, but future research will
focus on integrating the two to form a complete ADCS.
Sensors and sensing are the main issues of damage detection. Included in this
category are sensing techniques, sensor topology, and sensor types. Artificial neural
networks (ANN), fuzzy logic, and artificial intelligence (AI) are a few of the processing
techniques that are being investigated for damage detection. Sensor topology is concerned with sparse versus dense sensor arrangement and local versus global sensing.
New materials and technologies that are being developed for use as sensors include
piezoceramics (e.g. PZT), piezoelectric polymers (e.g. PVDF), electrostrictors, magnetostrictors, shape memory alloys, and optical fibers. This work will employ a local
sensing arrangement that may later be integrated into a decentralized control scheme.
The goals of damage control, the second objective of ADC systems, is the prevention of damage and damage growth. This can also be subdivided into several different
objectives, some of which are Active Fatigue Control, Active Buckling Control, Active Stress Intensity Reduction, Active Vibration Control, Active Shape Control, and
2

Active Delamination ControL How these objective can be accomplished is the subject
of recent research. Some of the methods being investigated include adaptive control,
artificial neural networks, artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, and power flow control.
How these methods can be used in a decentralized/local control scheme is also of
interest.
This work investigates the use of a decentralized/local control method to perform Active Vibration Control. Vibration control is expected to reduce fatigue of
a structure or delamination of a composite structure. The experimental structure
chosen was a simply supported aluminum beam employing specially designed clamps.
The clamps were designed with the intent that several different beams, including
graphite-epoxy composites, could easily be interchanged and tested.
The test beam contains four strain gages arranged in a four-arm bridge configuration that together serve as a single position sensor. The gages were chosen with
a high sensitivity to detect the small strains associated with the movements of the
piezo-beam. Two piezoelectric ceramics (PZTs) are attached to the beam to form the
piezo-beam. One PZT is collocated with the strain gages and functions as a control
input, while the other PZT is used as a disturbance input to the beam. Due to the
simplicity of the controller design, the software is able to operate at speeds up to
17500Hz. While this allows for control of modes as high as 1750Hz based on the
general rule of sampling at leastt 10 times as fast as the mode being controlled, the
targeted modes only range from 30 to 200Hz. Since control of the 200Hz mode only requires sampling rates of 2000Hz, the sampling rate can be anywhere between 2000Hz
and 17500Hz. Since there is so large a range for the sampling rate, performance of
the controller based on sampling rates is also investigated.
Due to the imperfections in the design and manufacture of the clamps for the
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'simply-supported' beam, the analytical model was not accurate enough for the design of the controller. To overcome this, experimental data was used to form a model
for use in the design procedure. The controller design implemented Positive Position
Feedback as the control algorithm. Positive Position Feedback (PPF), a relatively new
method that increases the effective structural damping of a system and is robust to
parameter uncertainties, has received little attention since its introduction. This thesis investigates discrete-time implementation concerns associated with PPF, such as
stability of the sampled system and degradation from predicted analog performance.
This work also presents the initial studies using PPF to perform vibration suppression of a simply supported beam. Using a single input,single output (5150) collocated
sensor and actuator, this design method successfully decreased the responses of the
second, third, and forth modes by 8dB, 4dB, and 6dB respectively. The first mode
was uncontrollable by the control actuator, and consequently unaffected.

4

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Structural vibration has been a topic of concern of engineers since the existence of
structures due to the fact that unwanted vibration can cause degradation of desired
performance or possibly damage to the structure. Early solutions to the problem of
structural vibration were to make the structures bigger and heavier to increase the
mass and stiffness and thus decrease the amplitude of vibration. This obviously is not
a reasonable solution to the problem of vibration suppression in modern structures
since, with the introduction of new materials such as composites, the trend for structures has been to become more slender, lightweight, and flexible. This has the direct
result of decreasing structural damping and increasing the number of low frequency
modes. These lightly damped, low frequency modes result in larger amplitudes (than
high frequency, highly damped modes), and sometimes can interfere with the control if they are within the bandwidth of the controller and unmodeled. As a result,
vibration control of flexible structures has become an interesting challenge for the
englneer.
Many papers have been written on the subject of vibration control of flexible
structures. with proposed solutions. The fundamental problem of control of flexible structures comes from the fact that flexible structures are essentially distributed

5

parameter systems which are infinite-dimensional. To accurately represent these systems mathematically requires using a very large number, if not infinite, number of
partial differential equations. Since this is not practical, a truncated finite dimensional
model must be used. This truncated model can cause the well-known phenomenon
of control and observation spillover due to the unmodelled dynamics. If not properly
accounted for, spillover can result in instabilities of the system. Working with a finite
model is the starting place for almost all active vibration control problems involving
flexible structures.
Numerous possible control approaches have been suggested for vibration suppression in structures, a few of which are LQR, LQG, and pole-placement, all with full
state feedback. Common to these approaches is the fact that all the states of the
system either need to be measured or estimated to be used in the control laws. When
dealing with a large number of states, this tends to be computationally difficult.
These methods are also inclined to be sensitive to spillover and uncertainties in the
system's parameters.
Another approach, output feedback, uses the transfer function of the system and
doesn't require measurements of all the states. The series compensator is one form
of output feedback, but it is usually of large order and also sensitive to uncertainties.
A more robust method which doesn't require state estimation, and under certain
circumstances is globally stable, is direct output feedback with collocated sensors
and actuators. The method investigated in this thesis, Positive Position Feedback, is
a form of direct output feedback.
It is not the intention to give a complete review of structural vibration control

approaches and their history, this can be found in several survey papers (Sparks &
Klose, 1990; Hallauer, 1991), but rather to follow the progression of direct output
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feedback to the development of the theory of Positive Position Feedback.
Direct output feedback is one of the easiest methods to implement since it simply
uses sensor outputs multiplied by gains to create the actuator commands. Early work
was done by Levine and Athans (1970) to determine optimal constant output feedback gains for linear multi variable systems, but it wasn't until later in that decade
that output feedback was used to control the vibration of a flexible structure (Balas,
1978a). Balas addressed the problem of spillover due to unmodeled modes and showed
how this could have a destabilizing effect on the system trying to be controlled. He
suggested the use of a phase-locked loop prefilter to remove the instability problem and then used velocity measurements to control N modes of a flexible system.
Schaechter (1982) also demonstrated the spillover effects using a hardware demonstration. Aubrun (1980) presented a study on low-authority controllers which could
moderately modify a structures characteristics using velocity feedback. Retaining a
large number of modes, he used perturbation theory to choose the gains and suggested
that this method could be used to design controllers or to predict performance.
During that same year, Balas (1978b) presented a theory on direct velocity feedback (DVFB) which used collocated velocity measurements and force actuators. His
method, with a few limitations, guaranteed that all modes would remain stable during
control. He showed that with positive gains the system was unconditionally stable if
the actuators did not excite the rigid body modes.
McClamroch (1983) expanded upon Balas' work to examine constant-gain velocity
feedback of collocated sensors and actuators using discrete-time analysis. The theory
developed guidelines for feedback gains and sampling time to guarantee that the
sampled data-controlled structure was stable. This analysis took into account the
delay effects caused by the sampling constraint, but used a finite-dimensional model
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of the plant and assumed accurate knowledge of the system parameters. The control
laws developed with these assumptions were not very robust, therefore Shamsa and
Flashner (1990) developed discrete-time control laws which used energy dissipation
properties of the system to derive the stability conditions. This approach, while
complex, was independent of system parameters and modal truncation did not affect
the stability. Simulated examples demonstrated the validity of this approach, but
like McClamroch's paper, was all theoretical. As of yet, Shamsa has not perform
experiments to verify his theory.
Schafer and Holzach (1985) performed some of the first experimental studies on
flexible beam modal control by using direct velocity feedback with analog control. An
optical displacement sensor was used along with an electrodynamic force system to
provide non-contacting sensing and actuation of a cantilever beam. Non-contacting
sensors and actuators were used so there would be as little interaction with the structure's dynamics as possible. The sensors and actuators were tested in both a collocated and non-collocated arrangement. While both arrangements were effective
in vibration suppression, the collocated case was favored because the non-collocated
arrangement produced spillover with the potential to destabilize the system.
Another potentially destabilizing effect that had not been given proper attention
was the effect of actuator and sensor dynamics on the closed-loop system. It was assumed that if the actuator dynamics were fast enough, they did not interfere with the
control of the truncated model and would not cause instabilities. Goh and Caughey
(1985) showed that this assumption is not valid, since all distributed systems have infinite bandwidths while all actuators have a finite bandwidth, and that the dynamics
of the actuator will interact with the dynamics of the structure. They showed that if
proper precautions were not taken the actuator dynamics could be destabilizing, and
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offered possible design techniques to overcome this effect (Caughey and Goh 1982).
Balas (1990) used low-order residual-mode filters with reduced order models (ROM)
to produce control laws that take into account actuator dynamics. Inman (1990) also
addressed the problem of control/structure interaction (CSI) when including secondorder actuator dynamics in the formulation of control laws. He developed necessary
conditions for stability which were experimentally verified.
With the inclusion of actuator dynamics, the formulation of control laws with
DVFB was becoming more complex without the unconditional global stability which
once made it an attractive solution. An alternative to DVFB with the same simple
structure was introduced in 1983 by Caughey and Goh. Their method, Positive Position Feedback (PPF), uses collocated sensor/ actuator pairs to positively feed position
measurements through 'tuning filters' to create the actuator commands. Incorporated
into the tuning filters was a simple compensation technique to account for actuator
dynamics. A more detailed explanation of PPF is given in chapter 3 of this thesis.
Through numerical simulations (Goh and Caughey 1985), it was shown that PPF
was effective in the suppression of structural vibration and that conditional global
stability could be proven. Spillover, while still existent, resulted in uncontrolled and
unmodeled modes with higher than natural damping. This technique was also less
sensitive to uncertain structural damping than just velocity feedback. Fanson and
Caughey (1990) performed the first laboratory experiments using PPF on a cantilever
beam with PVDF actuators and sensors. They used analog implementation to control
the first six vibratory modes of the beam with two collocated sensor/actuator pairs.
Baz and Poh (1990) incorporated the PPF strategy with Independent Modal
Space Control (IMSC) to analytically and experimentally control the vibration of a
cantilever beam. Their method utilized first-order filters in a unique time-sharing
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algorithm to perform the control. Unlike Goh and Caughey's method, Baz and Poh's
approach required multiple sensors to estimate the states. Knowledge of the states was
necessary to determine the mode with the highest energy so that the time sharing algorithm could be implemented. Although effective, this approach requires additional
hardware and is more mathematically intensive than Goh and Caughey's without a
significance increase in performance. Recently Sim and Lee (1993) have suggested
the use of acceleration feedback to increase the structural damping of a flexible system in the same manner as positive position feedback. Their stability proof closely
follows that of Goh and Caughey's. This work appears promising, but to date has
been numerical without experimental verification of its effectiveness.
Very little experimental work has been done using the method of positive position
feedback. To date, all experiments done have been on cantilever beams using analog
architecture. The work presented here uses PPF on a simply-supported beam using
a digital computer to create the control signal. Digital implementation concerns of
PPF are addressed and a design procedure for PPF in the digital domain is presented.
The technique used to determine the model for use in the design procedure of the
controller is discussed, and lastly, experimental results using PPF for vibration control
are gIven.

10

Chapter 3
Collocated Direct Output
Feedback Theory
The design of a controller for active vibration suppression must not only accomplish
the performance objective, but should also be robust in the face of parameter uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics. Collocated control methods have been shown
to be more robust than other traditional control methods, such as LQR or LQG
(Balas, 1978; Schafer & Holzach, 1985; Goh & Caughey, 1985) which require full
state estimation or measurement. Collocated control refers to sensors and actuators
that are acting at the same physical location on a structure and are 'compatible'
such that C

=

BT in the state variable description of the system dynamics. This

chapter discusses two control methods which use collocated sensors and actuators:
rate feedback and position feedback. The first section presents direct velocity output feedback and the stability analysis first without and secondly with the actuator
dynamics included in the governing equations. The second section explains positive
position feedback as presented by Goh and Caughey (1985) along with considerations
for digital implementation.
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3.1

Collocated Rate Feedback

This section discusses the stability analysis of collocated direct velocity feedback of
a continuous time system. Since direct velocity feedback (DVFB) simply requires
velocity measurements to be multiplied by fixed gains to create the control signals, it
is easy to realize and implement. Other control approaches are more involved, such as
LQG which requires a Kalman filter to produce estimates of the states for use in the
feedback control law. Also, under certain assumption which will be discussed later,
DVFB is unconditionally and globally stable.

3.1.1

Collocated DVFB stability in the absence of actuator
dynamics

Balas (1978b) was one of the first in the structural controls field to recognize that,
in the absence of actuator dynamics, velocity feedback with collocated sensors and
actuators resulted in a system that was unconditionally stable. This section follows
the analysis proposed by Balas to prove unconditional stability of DVFB.
The analysis starts with a partial differential equation which describes the distributed parameter system to be controlled. A flexible structure can be represented
by the generalized wave equation:

qtt(X, t)

1

+ 2(A2"qt(x, t) + Aq(x, t) =

F(x, t)

(3.1 )

where q(x, t) is the displacement at location x at time t and is a smooth function over
its space such that it's first and second derivatives, qt(x, t) and qtt(x, t) exist; F(x, t)
is the applied force distribution; ( is the non-negative damping coefficient of the
structure; and A is a symmetric, non-negative, time-invariant differential operator.
The force distribution and sensor measurements are applied by M point-forces
12

with an equal number of velocity point-sensors such that:

F(x, t) = Et;l bi(x)fi(t)
Yj(t) = Cjqt(Xj, t), where j = 1, .. M

(3.2)

The function bi ( x) dictates where the force is applied by an approximation of the
delta function 8(x - xd, and

Cj

is a fixed non-negative real number.

Characteristic of the operator A is the fact that it contains orthogonal eigenfunctions <Pk{X) with corresponding eigenvalues Ak which can be arranged so that

Al

~

A2

~ A3 ~ ...

and

It is well known that the eigenfunctions are the mode shapes of the structure and
1

the eigenvalues are the natural frequencies squared such that

Wi

=

At.

The motion of

the flexible structure can be expressed as a linear combination of the products <Pk( x),
a function of the spatial coordinate x, and q(t), a function of time t, such that
00

q(x, t) =

L

<Pk(X)qk(t)

(3.3)

k=1

While in theory there are infinite number of modes, the model can be truncated to
retain just a large number of the lower modes, N, since the higher modes are difficult
if not impossible to excite with the limited bandwidth of the actuators. Using the
expansion of Eqn. 3.3, the PDE of Eqn. 3.1 can be rewritten in the familiar ODE
form:

q(t) + 2(!lq(t) + fl2q(t) = Bf(t)
13

(3.4)

where q(t)

= [ql (t), ... , qN(t)], 0

whose entries are bkm =

¢k(X m )

1

1

=diagonal [Ai, ... Ak], 0 2 == (0)2, and B is a matrix
which dictate how the forces at

Xm

affect each of the

modes at that point.
Since the actuators and sensors are collocated, they have similar influence matrices
into the structure such that C

= BT, therefore Eqn 3.2 can be rewritten as
y{t)

= BT 4(t)

(3.5)

Using direct velocity feedback (DVFB) as the control law means the force input
to the structure takes the form of:

f(t)

= -Gy(t)

(3.6)

where Q is a symmetric, non-negative definite gain matrix acting on the velocity
measurements.
The stability of the system can be determined by examining the energy dissipation
in the system. Using an energy norm defined by Balas (1978b) II(q, qt)IIE = E(q, qt)~,
the energy in the undamped system is:

Applying this norm to the system of Eqn. 3.4 yields:

(3.7)

By showing that the derivative of the energy is negative means that the energy
in the system is decreasing and thus the system is stable. Additionally, it should be
noted here that E( t) is a Lyapunov function for the system, and the analysis of the
14

energy norm parallels that of Lyapunov's direct method for stability.
Taking the first derivative of Eqn 3.7 and substituting for ij from Eqn 3.4 results
In

Substituting Eqn. 3.5 into the control law of Eqn 3.6 yields:

f(t)

= -GBT q(t)

Substituting this into Eqn. 3.4 , the closed-loop system energy equation becomes:

By using appropriate actuators and sensors that do not excite rigid body modes,
WI

> 0, and since some damping, no matter how small, is always present in structures,

2(0 is always positive definite. By definition BG BT is non-negative definite, which
means E(t) is always negative and energy is dissipated. Therefore the closed-loop
system is stable, and asymptotically stable if [2(0

+ BT G B] is positive definite.

This same result can easily be seen by the substitution of Eqn. 3.6 into Eqn. 3.4

ij(t) + 2(wn q(t) + w~q(t)

= -BGy(t) = -BGBT q(t)

(3.8)

Rearranging this equation results in the closed-loop system:

(3.9)
Therefore any non-negative gain matrix G will result in a higher than natural
damping and the system will remain stable. This same general effect can be seen
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in the root-locus of Eqn. 3.9, shown in Figure 3.1. It is characteristic of collocated
velocity sensors and force actuators to result in alternating poles and zeros along
the imaginary axis (Martin, 1978; Clark, 1991). Due to this nature and DVFB, the
closed-loop poles always remain in the left half of the S-plane as the feedback gains
are increased, guaranteeing that the system remains stable.
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Figure 3.1: Root Locus of Closed-loop System using DVFB

In practice, however, it was observed that this "unconditional global stability"
was not always valid. It was assumed that if the dynamics of the actuator were
sufficiently fast so that they were well outside the bandwidth of the dynamics of the
structure trying to be controlled, the actuator dynamics did not interfer with the
structural dynamics. Unfortunately, all flexible structures have an infinite bandwidth
and the dynamics of the actuators will interact with some of the higher modes. The
next section addresses the potential problems that arise due to the controller and
structure interaction.
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3.1.2

DVFB stability analysis with the inclusion of actuator
dynamics

When examining the stability of DVFB, the issue of controller and structure interaction (CSI) has often been overlooked or assumed unimportant. Only recently has
this topic been given proper attention (Caughey & Goh, 1985; Inman, 1990; Slater,
Bosse, & Zhang, 1990). It it the intention of this section to show how actuator dynamics couple into the equations of motion of the flexible structure and, if not properly
accounted for, can cause instabilities in the closed-loop system.
It is assumed that the actuator has second-order dynamics which can be repre-

sented in the same form as that of the structure. Denoting z( t) as the states of the
actuators, the coupled structure and actuator equations become:

= - Gz(t)

(3.10)

z(t) + Daz(t) + n;z(t) = n:q(t)

(3.11 )

ij(t) + Dsq(t) + n~(t)

where Ds and Da are the damping matrices of the structure and actuator respectively,

Os and Oa are diagonal natural frequency matrices, and G =BG BT from Eqn. 3.8.

If the elements of Ds and the off-diagonal elements of G are sufficiently small, to
first-order accuracy, these equations can be decoupled into N scalar independent sets
of equations. Thus, for the

ith

mode and

ith

actuator:

(3.12)
where f3i

= 2(Wi

and f3a = 2(wa are elements from the damping matrices of the

structure and actuator respectively, and ;i is a scalar gain. The stability of the
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system can be investigated by examining the characteristic equation associated with
Eqn. 3.12. Taking the Laplace transform and combining equations results in :

(3.13)
It has been shown through Nyquist methods (Goh & Caughey, 1985), that for

stable operation, the gains Ii have an upper and lower bound so that:

IL

< Ii < IU

A more detailed analysis of the stability boundaries can be found in Caughey &
Goh (1983) or Goh & Caughey (1985). Figure 3.2 shows the plot of these bounds
as a function of Wi for fixed values of the actuator dynamics (assuming

Wa

= 1)

and

various values for the structure's natural damping, (i.
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Figure 3.2: Stability boundries for various values of natural damping with fixed actuator dynamics
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For (n

= 0, the stability boundary (the solid line) crosses the wi-axis at W a, which

means that any mode whose frequency is greater that of the actuator will go unstable
for any positive gain value in the feedback. As can be seen in the figure, as the
value of the structure's natural damping decreases, so does the stability region. This
shows how variations in the uncertain natural damping value can affect the stability
boundaries. It can also be seen that the modes whose frequencies are near that of
the actuator are the most sensitive to the gains, and even moderate gains for those
modes will cause them to go unstable. This severely limits the amount of damping
that can be added to the system and have it remain stable.
These results contradict that of Eqn. 3.9, in which it appeared that larger gains
resulted in larger values of damping. It is evident from this analysis that actuator
dynamics have a significant impact on the stability of the system and can not be
ignored.
The root locus analysis of the combined structure and actuator dynamics demonstrate this same instability result. Using the same system model as that in Figure 3.1,
but this time including actuator dynamics, results in the root locus shown in Figure

3.3.
Direct Velocity Feedback is no longer as appealing as it once appeared. The unconditional global stability result vanished with the inclusion of actuator dynamics in
the model, and spillover lowered the damping of the higher modes. Various compensation techniques have been suggested that can be used with DVFB to increase the
stability margin of the system (Caughey & Goh, 1985; Balas, 1990; Inman, 1990), but
they all increase the complexity of the closed-loop system. The next section offers a
more effective alternative to DVFB for active vibration control of structures.
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Figure 3.3: Root Locus including actuator dynamics with DVFB

3.2

Position Feedback

The idea of Positive Position Feedback (PPF) was first introduced in 1983 by Caughey
and Goh in a NASA paper as an alternative to velocity feedback and was shown to
have several advantages over DVFB. Conditional global stability can be proven for
PPF which include actuator dynamics, and spillover is stabilized. PPF can also be
shown to be robust in the face of parameter uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics.
This section discusses the theory behind PPF developed by Caughey and Goh, along
with digital implementation concerns.

3.2.1

Analog PPF

The fundamental theory behind Positive Position Feedback is best understood when
first considering the scalar case. The analysis immediately incorporates the actuator
dynamics into the stability proof such that the coupled equations for the structure
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and actuators are:

(3.14)

(3.15)
where q(t) and z(t) are the states of the structure and actuator respectively, ($ and
(a

are their associated damping coefficients,

Ws

and

Wa

are the natural frequencies,

and 9 is a positive scalar gain. The terminology 'Positive Position' refers to the fact
that the position of the system is positively fed to the actuator and the position state
of the actuator is positively fed to the system. Taking the Laplace transform of the
coupled system and combining equations results in:

(S2

+ 2(swss + w;)(s2 + 2(a was + w;) -

gw;w; = 0

(3.16)

Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to Eqn. 3.16 results in the asymptotic stability bound for positive gain of

g<1

(3.17)

It is readily observed that the stability criterion is independent of the system

dynamics, thus making it robust to the often uncertain parameters associate with
structures. This stability result can also be observed in the root locus analysis of
the scalar system described by Eqn. 3.14 and Eqn. 3.15. The exact form of the
root locus will depend on the relative damped natural frequencies of the actuator
and structure. Figure 3.4 shows the root locus when the damped natural frequencies
are equal. When the feedback gain equals 1, the locus crosses the imaginary axis,
agreeing with the stability result of Eqn. 3.17
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Figure 3.4: Root Locus of Scalar System Using PPF

If the damped natural frequency of the actuator was greater (or less than) that of
the structure, the pole of the structure would not move as far into the left half of the
S-plane before breaking down towards the real axis (or up towards infinity). Equal
damped natural frequencies is the ideal case since a large amount of damping can
be added with a minimum amount of gain. The idea then is to choose the actuator
frequency and natural damping so that the damped natural frequency is equal to
('tuned to') the mode trying to be controlled. The gain is chosen as the value when
the filter and structural pole are at their closest point. In the multivariable system,
when there is more than one mode being controlled, it is not possible to have the
actuator tuned to all the modes. It was for this reason that the concept of "tuning
filters" was introduced.
'Tuning Filters' are compensators with second order dynamics of the same form
as that of t4e actuator. Each filter's frequency is tuned to a specific mode to be
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controlled in the same manner that the actuator was in the scalar case. By using N f
filters to control NJ modes, the overall structure-actuator-filter equations are:

(3.18)

(3.19)

Nt

Actuators: it

+ ,Ba'll + W;u

T

..

= I:WfiG![Zi

•

+ ,BaZi + W;Zi]

(3.20)

i=l
T

1

where Gi = G; G[ is the gain for the

ith

filter, and .p is the modal participation

matrix defined in Eqn. 3.3. The identity matrix at the front of Eqn. 3.19 is necessary
to create symmetry for the stability proof (Goh & Caughey, 1985) that follows.
With the assumption that the dynamics of the actuator are stable, the dynamics
are essentially removed from the overall system by the right hand side of Eqn. 3.20
and do not play a part in the stability analysis. This can be seen by taking the
Laplace transform of Eqn. 3.20 :
NJ

u(S2 + ,Bas +

T

w;) = Lw"G; Zi[S2 + ,Bas + w;]
i=l

Solving for u yields:
NJ

U

T

= Lw"Gl Zi

(3.21 )

i=l

Although the dynamics are still there and it is not possible to 'cancel' them exactly,
they no longer interact with the dynamics of the rest of the system. Therefore,
substituting Eqn. 3.21 into Eqn. 3.18, the overall system can be reduced to the
symmetrical form of:
23

Nf
t
= cP T Li=l
wfiG i Zi
INa(Zi + 2(fiwfiZi + WJiZi) = WjiG; CPq, i = 1, ... , N j
.•.

Structure: q + Dsq + flsq

• • •

Filters:

1

(3.22)

By defining a new state vector as w = [q}, .. " qn, (Zlh, ,,(Zl)Na, ... , (ZNj)NJ, Eqns.
3.22 can be rewritten in the matrix form:

(3.23)
where the subscript cl denotes closed-loop, and the matrices are:

o

o

o
and
T

I

cP whG[

WJl INa

o

WJN

j

INa

It can now be shown that the system of Eqn. 3.23 is stable if

Nj

fls -

2:( cpT GiCP) is positive definite.

(3.24)

i=l

The proof applies Lyapunov's Direct Method for stability. The Lyapunov function is
defined as:

V

I

·T •

= 2"w

W

1

+ 2"w

Tn

Hcl W

Differentiating V with respect to time and making proper substitutions, it can be
shown that

V is

negative and V is strictly positive if the condition of Eqn. 3.24
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is satisfied. A detailed analysis of this stability condition can be found in Goh &
Caughey, 1985. It was also shown that for second order dynamic equations of the
form in Eqn. 3.23, the system is Lyapunov Asymptotically stable if both Dcl and

Oel are positive definite. It should also be noted that the instability is caused by the
stiffness matrix becoming singular and is independent of the damping.
The previous proof was for the general case of PPF in which several sensor and
actuator pairs are used in a global control scheme, Each pair has access to information
from the other pairs and results in a very large number of coupled equations. The
closed-form calculation of the gains for a prescribed amount of damping requires the
solution of a complex set of equations which is impractical. A much simpler solution
can be found if local control PPF (LCPPF) is used instead. Local control means that
measurements from a specific sensor on the structure are fed through tuning filters
that create control signals for the collocated actuator only. Using this method and
assuming that there is one actuator for each filter, the system equations are:
Structure: ij + DstI + Osq = c:'PTGZ
Filters: Z + DfZ + OfZ = Ofc:'Pq
where G

= dia9(9b .. " 9NJ)'

(3.25)

It is possible to symmetrize this set of equations by mak1

ing the substitution 'ljJ = 0,2 G! Z. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
then follow, utilizing the Lyapunov stability proof as previously outlined.
The calculation of the gains is accomplished by assuming that for small gains
the coupling effects from the uncontrolled modes is negligible. For the simple case
when Na

=

N f and each filter is assigned a different mode to control, the system

can be decoupled into N f sets of scalar equations as in the DVFB method. Taking
the Laplace transform of Eqn. 3.25, the characteristic equation for the
approximately:
25

ith

mode is

(S2

+ 2(Si WSjS + W;J(S2 + 2(fiwfi + W].) -

W;,W]i 9i = 0

This equation can be compared to the closed-loop equation with a prescribed dampIng:

(S2

+ {3ps + W;)(S2 + (3q + W;) = 0

By equating coefficients of like powers in s, the specific gain, 9i, can be determined
for the prescribed damping in {3p.
While this procedure appears to be a simple method to calculate the gains for a
prescribed amount of damping, it becomes exceedingly complicated when Na < Nj,
which is usually the case. One actuator can be used with several filters to control
more than one mode. Due to the structure of the equations, in this situation, it is no
longer possible to separate the equations into individual scalar equations.
Another method to determine the gains uses the root locus. For more than one
mode, the root locus with one filter is shown in Figure 3.5. The frequency of the
filter is chosen to be slightly higher than the mode being controlled so that the filter
pole will be drawn towards the structural zero. This causes the structural pole to be
drawn significantly into the left half S-plane before breaking down towards the real
axis. Unfortunately, this causes the structural pole rather than the filter pole to go
unstable should the gains be too large. The filter gain is chosen as the value at which
the filter pole and structural pole coalesce. These pole locations are shown in the
figure as crosses.
The design process for when there is more than one filter gain to be determined
requires a top-down approach. Since it is not possible to simultaneously vary all the
gains of the filters to create the locus, only one filter is tuned at a time. Due to the
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Figure 3.5: Root locus using PPF with multiple modes and 1 filter
fact that the filters are second order and have a two-pole roll off, they affect lower
frequency dynamics more than they do the higher frequencies. It is for this reason
that the highest frequency filter is designed first. The second highest frequency filter
is then designed around the closed loop system of the structure and first filter. If the
frequencies of the modes are far enough apart, this second filter should only slightly
affect the higher frequency dynamics because of its two-pole roll off. The effect it
does have on the higher frequency dynamics is to move the poles slightly back up the
locus. This effect can be anticipated so that when designing the first filter, the gain
is chosen such that the poles are slightly past the coalescent point. The next highest
frequency filter is then designed around the closed loop system of the structure and
first two filters. If the procedure was performed with the lower frequency filters first,
the dynamics of the higher frequency filter would greatly affect the lower frequency
filter's designed specifications. The rest of the gains for the filters are determined in
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this fashion, starting at the highest frequency filter and working down to the lowest
frequency filter. With this design approach, the lowest frequency structural pole will
always be the pole that goes unstable if the gains of the filters are too large.

3.2.2

Digital PPF

Positive Position Feedback has received very little attention in published literature
since it was introduced in 1983, and, to date, the author has been unable to find
any information that contains discrete-time implementation concerns associated with
PPF. There are several matters that need to be considered when doing digital PPF;
they are: the stability of the sampled system, the sampling rate, and degradation
from predicted analog performance. It is the purpose of this section to discuss these
Issues.
Since PPF is basically a pole-placement design procedure using the root locus,
sampling due to digital control alters the simple form of the continuous time locus.
The input to the system is assumed to be the output of an ideal zero-order hold,
and the output of the system is sampled with sampling time Ts. The stability region
changes from the left half of the S-plane in the continuous time to the inside of the
unit circle of the Z-plane. While the poles and zeros still alternate as in the continuous
time, instead of being along the inside of the imaginary axis, they are along the inside
of the unit circle. In the continuous time PPF root locus, there are three zeros at
infinity which map to the roots of (Z3 + 11 z2 + 11 z + 1) in the Z-plane as the sampling
time approaches zero (Astrom & Wittenmark, 1990). The location of these zeros as
the sampling time is increased will be discussed later. For T

~

0, the roots of the

polynomial result in zero locations at -9.89, -1.0, and -0.101. This has the direct result
of causing two of the higher frequency pole loci in the truncated model to go outside
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the unit circle. Recall that in the continuous time, it was only the lowest frequency
structural poles that would go unstable as the gains are increased. In the digital
domain, one of the lowest frequency and two highest frequency structural poles have
the potential to go unstable. A typical root locus plot using PPF without filters is
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Typical root locus of Digital PPF with actuator dynamics
Not only does the sampling itself alter the form of the root locus, the sampling
rate has a significant impact on the form. It is the sampling rate that determines
the exact location of the open-loop poles and zeros along the unit circle. For a zeroorder hold of a system, the poles are mapped into the Z-plane by eSTs , where s is the
complex S-plane pole. It can be seen that as the sampling time T 8 approaches zero,
all the Z-plane poles are mapped closer to Z=1. Figure 3.7 shows the pole locations
of a system derived from a simply-supported beam when the sample time is 3000Hz.
Figure 3.8 shows the same system when the sample rate is increased to 17000Hz. As
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can be seen, fast sampling causes the open-loop Z-plane poles to be extremely close
together.
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Figure 3.7: Discrete-time pole locations with a sampling rate of 3000Hz
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Figure 3.8: Discrete-time pole locations with a sampling rate of 17000Hz
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Not so obvious is the effects of slower sampling rates on the pole and zeros locations. In the controls community, the general rule of thumb is to sample at least
5 to 10 times as fast as the highest frequency of interest. It is well known in signal
processing that to avoid aliasing, the system needs to be sampled at least twice as
fast as the fastest frequency of interest, also known as the Nyquist frequency. For a
stable pole in the Z-plane, as the sampling rate decreases towards twice the pole's
natural frequency, the pole approaches the negative real axis in a counter-clockwise
manner. This is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: 800Hz-Pole location as Sampling Rate is Decreased
When the sampling rate is exactly twice the poles natural frequency, the pole lies on
the real axis somewhere between 0 and -1 depending on its damping. Since the pole
has a complex conjugate, another pole is mirroring the actions of this one. Therefore,
the discussion will only focus on one of the poles with the assumption that the other
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pole is behaving as it's mirror image. As the sampling rate is decreased further, the
pole crosses the real axis and proceeds to circle the origin. When the sampling rate is
equal to the pole's frequency, it lies on the real axis between 0 and 1. Decreasing the
sampling rate even more causes the pole to encircle the origin with an inward spiraL
This spiral effect is caused by the transformation z = esT

Since s is a complex

number, the transformation can be written as z =

=

/!.

the absolute value of

e±bjTs

eT,,(-a±bj)

e-aTse±bjTs •

While

remains at 1, the reason why the imaginary axis in the

S-plane maps to the unit circle in the Z-plane, the value of e- aTs is decreasing with
increasing values of Ts causing the inward spiral effect. As T -+

00,

all the poles are

mapped to the origin. Since the poles and zeros are alternating, the structural zeros
are also follow this same pattern.
The zeros associated with infinity also move as the sampling rate is decreased.
The zeros at -9.89 and -1.0 move towards each other along the real axis until they
meet at roughly Z=-1.5. At this point, they break apart vertically as shown in Figure
3.10. When these zeros enter the unit circle, they become paired with the highest
frequency pole in the truncated model, and together they spiral inward towards the
origin. The zero at -0.101 begins to move to the left along the real axis as the sampling
rate is decreased until about Z=-.5, where it then starts back towards the origin as
Ts approaches infinity.
Although this analysis followed a fixed frequency pole as the sampling rate was
decreased, it can also be thought of as determining the pole locations of higher frequency poles not included in the model for a fixed sampling rate. In the S-plane,
these higher frequency poles were simply further out along the imaginary axis. In the
Z-plane, the poles follow a spiraling path towards the origin. With this understanding
of the effects of sampling and the sampling rate, the design of the tuning filters will
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Figure 3.10: Excess Zero Locations as Sampling Rate is Decreased
be discussed.
There are two methods which can be used to implement PPF digitally. One way
is to design the filters in continuous time, and then use a transformation to convert
them to the digital domain. The other method is to design the filters in the Z-plane.
Both methods will be discussed here.
The design of the filters in the S-plane has already been discussed, so the focus
here will be on the transformation and choice of sampling rates. Each filter was
designed in the continuous time and then individually transformed using the Tustin
transformation, z

1+&
= 1~.
2

It was found that this transformation correctly mapped

the zeros so as to cancel the actuator poles from the zero-order hold on the system. Once each filter was transformed, they are combined in parallel to determine
a single state-space model to be used in the computer control. With this choice of
33

transformation, the effects of the sampling rate were investigated.

It was found that the closed-loop damping was less with a faster sampling rate
than with a slower sampling rate. This is due to the interaction of the closely spaced
poles and zeros with a fast sampling rate. As discussed earlier, fast sampling causes
all the poles to be bunched together near Z=1. In the Z-plane, damping is increased
as the poles move towards the center of the unit circle and downward towards the
real axis. With a fast sampling rate, the poles are unable to move significantly in the
Z-plane to increase their damping. Slower sampling rates spread out the poles and
zeros and allow for more movement, thus greater increases in damping.
The question then becomes: How slow should or can the system be sampled?
Slower sampling rates are known to cause aliasing and possibly problems with stability, but this does not appear to be a problem with PPF. An analytical model
was developed that contained 20 modes, with the highest mode having a frequency of
3320Hz. Two tuning filters were designed in the S-plane to control the first two modes.
The system was subjected to a zero-order hold with sampling period of 2000Hz, and
the filters were 'Tustin' transformed with the same sampling period. The closed-loop
discrete system was formed and the eigenvalues where found to all be stable.
A six-pole model was also analyzed with the highest frequency at 800Hz. The
system was sampled at 825Hz and the filters transformed at this same frequency.
Once again, all the closed-loop poles were stable with the poles being controlled at a
higher damping value than their open-loop values. While this seems promising, the
behavior of the system between sampling instants is unknown and may be undesirable.
It is therefore recommended to sample at least twice as fast as the fastest mode of

interest.
The second method, designing the filters in the digital domain using the root
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locus, is slightly more complicated than for the continuous time design. Since the
sampling rate greatly effects the location of the poles and zeros in the Z-plane, the
sampling rate must be known a priori in order to design the filters. Given that the
sampling rate is known, there are two different cases of interest: one where there is
under-sampling of some of the poles in the model, and one where there is no undersampling. Under-sampling is when the pole is sampled less than twice its frequency
such that the wrapping effect from the spiraling discussed earlier is occurring.
The later case will be discussed first. Since the poles are complex conjugates,
attention will only be given to the positive imaginary axis with the knowledge that
there is symmetry about the real axis. With an appropriate sampling rate so that
the poles and zeros are 'evenly' spaced around the unit circle, the filter design will
first be focused on the positive real axis side of the unit circle. Representative pole
and zero locations are shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Z-Plane Pole and Zero Locations for Digital Design
,

With this configuration, it is no longer a simple matter of having the damped
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frequency of the filters to be greater than that of the mode being controlled as for the
continuous locus. Since the structural poles and zeros follow the curvature of the unit
circle, the filter poles must be placed relative to the pole and zero being controlled
such that the desired locus is formed. The desired locus has the filter pole drawn
towards the structural zero, and the structural pole drawn inward so as to increase
its damping value, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Design of the First Tuning Filter in the Z-Plane
The filter pole location is to the left of the structural pole and zero, and with either a
greater or lesser imaginary axis value depending where along the unit circle the pole
being controlled in located. The filter gain is chosen as the value where the structural
pole is slightly past the filter pole. These locations are shown as stars (*) in Figure
3.12. The gain is chosen so that the structural pole has moved slightly past the filter
pole because of spillover. While tuning the next filter, spillover will cause this pole
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to move slightly back towards its original position. Even though the locus of two of
the higher modes go outside the unit circle, the gains necessary for the design of the
filters are not large enough to cause those poles to move so far as to become unstable.
Our experience is that it generally requires a gain twice as large as what is necessary
in the filter design for this to occur.
When the poles being controlled are in the left half of the unit circle, the design
procedure is the same. The filter pole is placed below and slightly to the left of the
pole being controlled so that the filter pole is drawn towards the structural zero and
the structural pole is drawn inward.
As in the S-plane design, the numerator of the filter contains the pole locations of
the actuator so that a zero is placed 'on' the actuator pole and essentially cancelled.
Spillover is also greater downward in frequency than upward as in the S-plane, therefore the filters are designed in the same top-down approach as in the continuous time
design.
If the poles are spaced far enough apart, the design is not too difficult, but

as the sampling rate is increased and the poles move closer together, the design
becomes more difficult and the attainable closed-loop damping becomes smaller. This
is because of the interaction of the closely spaced poles and zeros discussed earlier.
For the situation where there is under-sampling occurring, there are two different
cases that need to be discussed. The first case is when the under-sampled pole lies
in quadrant II. Quad II is defined as that region bounded by the negative real axis
and positive imaginary axis, and for this analysis, inside the unit circle. The second
case is when the under-sampled pole lies in Quad I. Quad I is similarly defined as the
region bounded by the positive real axis and positive imaginary axis. This is shown
in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Under-sampled Pole locations, shown in Quad I and Quad II
For the case when the under-sampled pole was in Quad II, three filters were
designed ignoring the fact that there was an under-sampled pole. The filters were
tuned to the first three poles of the model. It was determined that the under-sampled
pole behaved as any other pole, and did not go unstable any faster than if it was
adequately sampled. Like the over-sampled case, this pole required a gain twice as
large as the gain necessary in the filter design for it to go unstable.
The last case to be discussed is when the under-sampled pole lies in Quad 1. At
this slow a sampling rate, the zeros associated with infinity have entered the unit
circle as discussed earlier and basically became paired with the under-sampled pole.
This zero and pole are so close together that the pole is immediately drawn towards
the zero. This essentially removes the pole from interfering with the other poles, and
the design procedure is the same as if the pole was not there.
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The previous discussion was motivated by the fact that a distributed parameter
system contains an infinite number of poles. When performing control of such systems,
it is necessary to limit the size of the model for the design procedure, which requires
truncating. Although the higher frequency poles are not modeled, they still exist.
The question was: Where were these poles in the Z-plane? When it was discovered
that they were within the unit circle and followed a spiral path towards the origin,
the next question was: How do they interact with the modeled poles? Based on
analytical models simulated on Matlab, the previous discussion offered a possible
answer. Based on the previous discussion, the recommended choice of sampling rate is
that which evenly spaces the poles to be controlled along the unit circle in Quad I or II
without under-sampling the modelled modes. The filters were easily designed in these
quadrants, and being evenly spaced allows for greater movement of the structural
poles
When designing the filters in the digital domain, it was necessary to know the
sampling frequency to determine the pole locations. This makes the design dependent
on the sampling rate; different sampling rates result in different pole locations and
thus different filter locations. If the sampling rate changes, the design procedure
locating the filter pole location needs to be repeated. If the design is performed in the
S-plane and transformed, a different sampling rate simply means the transformation
requires a different Ts, without the need to redesign the filters. If the sampling
frequency is not going to change, either method can be implemented. If the sampling
frequency might change, designing the filters in the S-plane and transforming is the
recommended approach. This is the approach taken in this thesis. The filters are
designed in continuous time and then converted to the Z-plane using the Tustin
Transform.
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Chapter 4
Analytical Modeling of the
System to be Controlled
The analytical model is a useful tool to give insight into what is physically happening
to the structure, and is a starting place for the design of a controller. It is through
the use of these models that preliminary tests of control laws are conducted before
being implemented on a real structure. This chapter develops the analytical model of
the system to be controlled. The first section discusses the mechanics associated with
the piezoelectric actuators and the strain gage sensors. The second section develops
the state-space equations of the system from the partial differential equations of
motion. The next chapter will compare this analytical model to the model determined
experimentally.

4.1

Mechanics of the Actuators and Sensors

The mechanics of the piezoelectric actuators and strain gage sensors are discussed
in this section. With the understanding of how they operate, the next section will
incorporate them into the equations of motion.
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4.1.1

Piezoelectric Actuators

Piezoelectric materials have become an important part of smart material systems.
They can either be attached to an existing structure or embedded in a composite
structure as it is being built. Although they can be used as both actuators or sensors,
they will only be considered here as actuators.

!

rlE---

1.0

----31011

~E

(Figure from Caughey & Fanson, 1987)
Figure 4.1: Piezoelectric Ceramic Actuator
The characteristic of piezoelectric ceramic materials that have made them attractive as actuators is the fact that they expand predictably when a electric field, E" is
applied to them. For the piezoelectric ceramics chosen for use in this thesis, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), the strain field created depends on the voltage applied across
the thickness of the patch such that:

€

= d31 E f = d31 -Va
ta

(4.1 )

where ta is the thickness of the patch, Va is the applied voltage, and d31 is the
piezoelectric strain constant. Equation 4.1 assumes there is no load on the patch
so that this is the free strain. This relation is used later in the calculation of 8 of
Equation 4.3. Figure 4.1 shows the cross section of a typical patch. With the voltage
applied in the same direction as the poling direction of the patch, the patch expands
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BEAM

Figure 4.2: Arrangement of PZTs on Beam
the amount

E.

It should be noted that the strain is sign sensitive; a negative voltage

(or a voltage in the opposite direction of the poling direction of the patch) causes
the PZT to constrict. By attaching patches on opposite sides of a beam as shown in
Figure 4.2 and arranging the poling directions so that the same voltage causes the
top patch to expand and the bottom patch to constrict, a moment can be created. It
is this moment that can be thought of as the control input to the structure.
There are a few assumptions that go along with the application of the piezoelectric
ceramics. First is the small-strain assumption such that the strain across the crosssection of the beam is linear and the axial strain is constant through the thickness of
the PZT patch. The other assumption is that there is perfect bonding of the ceramic
to the structure.

4.1.2

Strain Gage Sensors

Strain gages were used as sensors for a few reasons. The control law implemented in
this thesis is Positive Position Feedback which requires a signal that is proportional
to positions. Strain sensing results in measurements that are proportional to position
and can be used directly in the control law. If velocity or acceleration measurements
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were used, there would be the need for integration with the potential for drift.

Also~

strain gages are readily accessible and easily modeled so that more attention could
be given to the control law.
The strain-field under the Bernoulli-Euler assumptions of a flexible structure is:

f(X, t)

(P

= -z 8X2 q(x, t) = -zLqq(x, t)

(4.2)

where Lq is the linear differential operator, ~O, acting on q(x, t), and z is the
distance from the neutral axis of the beam. Since surface strains are being measured,
z simply equals half the thickness of the beam.

Assuming that the displacements are separable in time and space, the displacements can be expressed in modal coordinates as:

q(x,t)

= [~ql(X), ... ,~qn(x)] [ql;t)

1

qn(t)
Where 1/Jq are the mode shapes, and q( t) are the modal coordinates. Therefore, the
strain can be expressed as:

4.2

Governing Partial Differential Equations of
Motion

Using the relations presented in Section 4.2, this sections develops the state-space
equations used in the preliminary studies of positive position feedback. The general
equations of motions are presented, followed by their application to an ideal simplysupported beam.
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The structure and actuators form a coupled electromechanical system whose equations can be developed using Hamilton's principle. This approach uses an energy
method which includes the kinetic, potential, and electrical energy to derive the equations. Using the results of Cole, 1991, the generalized structure/actuator equation
IS:

M X + K X = Bf

+ av

( 4.3)

where M and ]( are the mass and stiffness .matrices, B is the matrix that dictates how
point forces affect the structure, and 8 is a matrix that relates how the piezoelectric
ceramics affect the structure with an input voltage, v. Each matrix is calculated by:

It was shown (Cole, 1991), that the electric field of the piezoelectric patch is:

E = L",c.p(x, t)
where LI.() is a gradient operator

[8:]'

The voltage can be separated in a similar

manner as the displacements such that

where the voltage modes are:
z-h
,,/.

o/vi

=

tpi

{

Xli

0

~ X ~ X2i

elsewhere
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( 4.4)

A simply supported beam was chosen as the structure since it can easily be
modeled using Bernoulli-Euler beam assumptions, and the natural frequencies are
low enough so that several are within the bandwidth of the controller. It is well
known that for a simply supported beam, the mode shapes are:

n= nr, the mode shapes can be rewritten as

By defining k

(4.5)

Using the modal expansions and substitution of Eqn. 4.4 and Eqn. 4.5, the
elements of the matrix

e are:
(4.6)

By defining

21

S= -

tp

h tp

+ zdz = 2h

h

and

Eqn. 4.6 can be rewritten as:
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+ tp

Since the beam is much larger than the patches, their effects on the mass and
stiffness matrices are ignored in this analysis. Therefore, EqnA.3 can be rewritten in
state space form as:

where w~ is a NxN diagonal natural frequency matrix whose frequencies are determined from the Bernoulli-Euler beam equation, and ( is a small arbitrary natural
damping value.
The strain gages are arranged in a full deflection bridge so that the

ith

sensor

value can be expressed as:

En, = y.Gz :2 [1/1.1 (Xi), """' 1/Ion( Xi)] [ ql

it) 1

qn{t)
where

Va

is the bridge voltage and G is the gage factor for the strain gages. Substi-

tuting the mode shape of Eqn. 4.5, the

E Thi

ith

matrix entry becomes

n7r)2 . (n7rXi) .
= lI. GZ ( -[SIn -1- ,1. = 1, ... ,n
S

Using the state space vector from the actuator equation with the sensor equation,
the complete system equations are:

{

~ } = [-~~ -2~WJ 2Nx2J ~ }+ [ ;, ] f + [ ~ ] v
y = [ETh 0] {

~}

(4.7)

Using this model for the system, the compensators can now be designed and
initial tests performed.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup & System
Identification
While analytical models and theoretical performance of control laws are necessary
for initial studies, experimental implementation is the real test for the validity of the
theory. This chapter describes the simply-supported beam test structure on which
Positive Position Feedback was used to perform active vibration control. The first
section describes the hard ware and data acquisition system.

The second section

describes the system identification method used to determine the structural poles and
zeros for use in the control synthesis. The last section compares the system model
determined by the identification process of section two and the analytical model of
Chapter Four.

5.1

Test Structure

The test structure used in this research was a uniform simply-supported beam. The
beam was aluminum, three inches wide, thirty-seven inches long, and an eighth of an
inch thick. Aluminum was chosen as the material because an aluminum beam was
easily accessible and its properties are well known. The length was chosen so that the
test bed was representative of a highly flexible structure with several low frequency
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vibration modes well within the band width of the controller.
Two piezoelectric ceramic pairs, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), were used to provide a control input and disturbance to the beam. The PZT pair used as a control
input was located six inches from one of the ends. It was originally conceived that the
first five modes of the beam would be used in the experiment and that this location
provided sufficient participation of each mode. For similar reasons, the second patch
location was chosen at fourteen inches from the other end of the beam. This is shown
in Figure 5.1. Since piezoelectric actuators require large voltages and the D / A board
did not supply a high enough voltage, a power amplifier and transformer were used.
A detailed description of the power amplifier and transformer can be found in Cole
(1991).

Disturbance

Collocated Local
Control
Figure 5.1: Testbed: Simply-supported beam
Since position measurements are necessary for the PPF control scheme, strain
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measurements were implemented. The strain at a point was measured by four strain
gages arranged in a full-deflection bridge so maximum sensitivity was possible. The
strain gages used were Micro Measurements Model CEA-13-062UW-350 with a gage
factor of 2.165. They were arranged on the beam around the control PZT patch to
achieve collocated sensing and actuation. They are represented as two small squares
above and below the PZT patch for collocated local control in Figure 5.1. As described
in Chapter 4, the PZT patches shown in the figure are one of pairs that sandwich the
beam. Similarly, there are also two more strain gages on the back side of the beam
in the same configuration that serve as the rest of the full-deflection bridge.
Special holding clamps were designed to achieve 'simply-supported' end conditions
for the beam. A top view of the clamp is shown in Figure 5.2. It was intended that
several different beams could quickly and easily be interchanged on this fixture. A
conventional method to achieve simply-supported end conditions is to use shim stock
screwed to the edge of the beam. Since composite beams were to be eventually
tested and screws could not be set into the edges of a composite without causing
delamination, a different means was necessary. However, it was discovered that the
clamps did not provide the desired 'simply-supported' end conditions.
Due to a lack of precision in the design and manufacture of the clamps, the
knife-edge holding parts did not meet squarely, and moments were produced at the
ends. Also, the beam would occasionally slip in the clamps which would then change
the end moments. The analytical model was calculated from the Bernoulli-Euler
beam equations whose solution is specific to the end conditions. Since the moments
produced are not easily calculated, the exact solution to the problem could not be
easily solved. The varying end moments had the effect of changing the model and
altering the frequency response function. In effect, this resulted in a time-varying
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BEAM

Figure 5.2: Simplified Top View of clamp for 'Simply-Supported' End Conditions
plant. However for short periods of time and without significant external forces, the
FRF was found to remain stationary. This is discussed in more detail in the next
section.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.3. The data acquisition was accomplished in the computer by use of a transputer-based system developed by Ellis
(1990). It basically consists of two boards, the T800 and T222, that operate in parallel. The T222 board handles the D/ A and AID processes, while the T800 board
manipulates the data to calculate the control signal. The control voltage is sent out
by the T222 board, through a smoothing filter to reduce the staircase effects of the
computer generated signal. The staircase effect is due to the fact that at discrete
times, the voltage signal is instantly changed. As a result, it is not a continuous,
smooth function, and it can effect the higher modes because of the steep slew. Since
the steep slews are due to high frequency components, a two-pole, low-pass filter is
used to eliminate those high frequencies. From the smoothing filter, the signal is sent
to the power amplifier and transformer to raise the voltage to the appropriate levels.
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The signal is then sent to the PZT patch used for control.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup
The disturbance to the beam is accomplished through the second PZT patch. The
signal is either a broad band random disturbance so a frequency response function can
be calculated, or a single sinusoidal wave so a specific frequency attenuation can be
determined. These signals are also sent through the power amplifier and transformer
so appropriate voltage levels are applied to the disturbance patch.
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5.2

Measured FRF and Curve Fit Routine

This sections discusses the system identification of the experimental test bed. This is
necessary so an accurate model of the system can be used in the design of the PPF
tuning filters.
The block diagram of the control system is shown in Figure 5.4. The control
compensator, K(x), consists of the AID board, computer code implementing PPF,
and the DI A board.

Amptrraosfonner

Strain gage

Vs

Sensor

~~====~~~===~======~=======~

Plant

Va
Compensator
Figure 5.4: Block Diagram of System, Controller, and Disturbance
The plant's frequency response function was determined by introducing a random
signal at the actuator and measuring the response at the sensor while the feedback
loop was open and without a disturbance. The code used to calculate the frequency
response function was TFAS12, a frequency analyzer written in C utilizing the transputer. The resulting FRF and coherence is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Frequency Response Function and Coherence of Simply-Supported Beam
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Since the PPF filter design procedure requires the approximate system pole and
zero locations, the FRF was used to determine the system's poles and zeros. Various curve fitting routines, such as MODHAN on the VAX, can be used to provide
estimates of the poles and residues of the system, but can be time consuming. As
discussed earlier, due to the poor design and manufacture of the clamps, the end
conditions of the beam change unintentionally and easily. This resulted in different
FRFs and as a result, different pole and zero locations. Therefore, each time a control experiment was to be performed, an FRF needed to be quickly generated and the
poles and zeros determined. A code that could easily and quickly provide approximate pole/zero locations was needed. This need motivated the coding of a Matlab
routine that performed this task. The .m file 'FRFID', outlined below, is included in
Appendix A.
The procedure 'FRFID' used is as follows. A section of the drive-point FRF that
contains only one pole and zero is examined. Since the pole/zero pairs are far enough
apart, the contributions from the other poles and zeros are small and ignored. Using
a curve fitting routine in Matlab,'INVFREQS.M" the pole and zero for that section
is determined. A transfer function is created from that pole and zero and it effects
are remove from the FRF. Another section of this 'new' FRF which contains the
next pole/zero pair is then examined and the same procedure performed. This is
continued until all the poles and zeros in the FRF are estimated. The poles and zeros
determined in this fashion are used to form a single transfer function. Figure 5.6 shows
the measured FRF compared to the curve fit calculated from the estimated poles and
zeros. These poles and zeros are then used in the PPF filter design procedure.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of experimental FRF and curve fit FRF
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5.3

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental
Models

Analytical models are useful in the preliminary design procedure, but are often not
accurate enough to be used in the experimental control law calculations. This section compares the analytical model to the measured FRF and discusses some of the
discrepancies between them.
Figure 5.7 shows a plot of the measured versus analytically determined frequency
response functions. Immediately apparent is the fact that the analytical model shows
a pole/zero pair around 10 Hz while the measured FRF does not, and that the
measured FRF shows a significant response around 300 Hz while the analytical one
does not.
The lack of response at 300 Hz of the analytical model is due to the fact that
the PZT patch is located close to the node of the sixth mode and the PZT does not
significantly excite that mode. The response the measured FRF shows may be due to
the non-ideal 'simply-supported' end conditions. It is known that the end moments
shift the pole/zero locations, they may also alter the mode shapes enough that the
PZT patch is far enough away from the node of the six mode to be able to excite a
response from it.
The lack of response at 10Hz in the measured FRF is not so easily explained.
According to the analytical model, 10Hz is approximately the frequency of the first
mode, and a response is certainly expected. Also, when the beam is excited by the
second PZT patch, a response is seen at 9.45 Hz. To better understand what was
happening, the Ometron 9000 series laser data acquisition system was used on the
beam. A 75x5 point grid was established on the beam, and using the laser, the
velocity at each point was measured. Using a function generator, a 9.45 Hz sinusoidal
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of experimental FRF and FRF determined from the analytical model
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signal was sent to the collocated PZT patch to excite the beam. Figure 5.8 shows
a 3-D grid created from the absolute values of the velocity measurements at each
point. Using the same signal and voltage level, the second patch was used to excite
the beam, which resulted in Figure 5.9. As can be seen in Figure 5.9, the response
of the beam has the characteristic shape of the first mode of a simply-supported
beam. The spike in the middle of the beam is a bad data point possibly caused by
dirt or a nick in the beam that would cause the laser beam to be dispersed. The
center line velocities for each case is shown in Figure 5.10 along with the ideal first
mode shape of a simply-supported beam. Based on the convention for position, the
first patch is located at position 12, and the second patch is located at position 46,
marked by an 'X' along the x-axis in the figure. The actual response shape of the
beam when excited by the second patch appears to be skewed slightly to the right
as compared to the ideal shape. This may be due to the moments created at the
ends of the beam. Comparatively, the response of the beam due to the first patch is
insignificant. It is believed that at the location chosen for the first patch, there is not
enough participation of mode one for the amount of authority the PZT patch exerts
to be able to excite it. Therefore, in a modal sense, mode one is uncontrollable by
the collocated PZT patch.
The previous discussion is exactly the reason why it is helpful to have an analytical
model. It should also be noted that although the analytical model helped to explain
what was happening, it did not exactly match the measured FRF. It is for this reason
that the measured FRF is used to determine the model to be used in the control law
calculations. The next chapter takes the model determined by the method of Section
5.2 and uses it to created the PPF filters for active vibration control of the beam.
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Figure 5.8: Laser collected velocity measurements with mode 1 excitation by collocated patch
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Figure 5.9: Laser collected velocity measurements with mode 1 excitation by noncollocated patch
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the Collocated Patch, and Mode 1 excited by the Non-Collocated Patch
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results and
Discussion
This chapter presents the results from implementing PPF on a simply-supported
beam. Using the model experimentally determined using the preferred method of
Chapter 5, Positive Position Feedback tuning filters are designed and their performance evaluated. In the first section, a single tuning filter is used to control one
mode of the beam. In the second section, two tuning filters are used to simultaneously control two modes of the beam. The last sections discusses the use of three
filters to control three modes of the beam.

6.1

One mode control

For simplicity, the initial experiments performed to test the effectiveness of Positive
Position Feedback used one tuning filter to control one mode. As discussed in Chapter
5, the first mode of the beam is effectively uncontrollable by the collocated sensor and
actuator, therefore, the second mode of the beam was targeted for the single-mode
control experiment.
The design procedure for the tuning filters was performed in the S-plane and the
resulting filter converted to the Z-plane using the Tustin transformation as discussed
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in Chapter 5.. Figure 6.1 shows the root locus, in the S-plane, of the filter and two
modes. The filter frequency was chosen to be 1.45 times the frequency of the pole
being controlled with a damping ratio of 0.15. A gain of 0.460 resulted in the pole
locations indicated by a

'+' on

the root locus of Figure 6.1. The movement of the

other pole for the filter gain of 0.46 is almost insignificant, as expected, due to the
two-pole roll off on the filter discussed in Chapter 3. Based on this gain of 0.46 and
the open-loop pole locations of the filters, the transfer function of the filter is formed,
from which the filter's state space matrices are created. These matrices are converted
to the Z-domain to obtain the discrete-time state-space matrices. The values of the
entries in the discrete-time state-space matrices are those used in the computer code
to calculate the control signal. The T2 and T8 codes which use these values are
included in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.1: Root-Locus of System and Tuning Filter for Design Purposes
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Figure 6.2 shows the controlled and uncontrolled response of the beam with single
frequency disturbances. In Figure 6.2a, the beam is excited by a 32Hz, 300 m V
harmonic disturbance. With the experiment running at 2500Hz, the control is turned
on after two seconds. The result of the control was an approximate 15dB reduction
in response of the beam at that frequency.
To observe the effect of spillover, the next mode of the beam was excited while
the same controller was used. The beam was subjected to a 74Hz, 400mV harmonic
disturbance. Once again the controller was turned on after two seconds. The results
are shown in Figure 6.2b. While still stable, the response has grown slightly due
to the controller. This is due to the nature of the root locus in the discrete time as
discussed in Chapter 3. The locus of the pole in discrete time loops outward slightly as
it proceeds to the structural zero, thus decreasing it damping value. Therefore, unlike
analog PPF, digitally implemented PPF does not always result in higher closed-loop
damping values of the uncontrolled modes. This is more clearly seen in the two-mode
and three-mode control experiments

6.2

Two-mode control

The next logical step in the experimental analysis was to use two tuning filters to
control two modes. Like the one-mode control case, the filters are designed in the
S-plane and transformed to the Z-plane. For reasons discussed in Chapter 3, the
highest frequency filter was designed first. For the desired form of the root locus, a
filter frequency of 1.3 times the frequency of the pole being controlled and a damping
ratio of 0.18 was chosen. This is shown in Figure 6.3a. A gain of 0.34 resulted in the
pole locations shown by a

'+'

in the figure. This filter and system are closed in a

feedback loop to form a new system on which the next filter is designed. The closed64
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Figure 6.2: Response of Beam with One-Filter Controller
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8

loop poles of the original system and filter are now the open-loop poles of this 'new'
system. The frequency of the next filter was chosen to be 1045 times the frequency
of the pole being controlled with a damping ratio of 0.115. This resulted in the root
locus shown in Figure 6.3b. As discussed in Chapter 3, the filter pole and structural
pole previously designed move back up their locus due to the gain of the new filter.
A gain of 0.2362 resulted in the pole locations indicated by a

'+' on

the locus. The

gain required for this filter is not as large as the gain required in the one mode control
due to the downward spillover of the higher frequency filter.
To test this controller, the beam was excited by a 32Hz, 300mV harmonic disturbance as before. Figure 6Aa shows the response of the beam with the controller
turned on after two seconds. Once again there is a dramatic drop in the response of
the beam by about 12dB. The vibration suppression due to the filter tuned to the
second pole is shown in Figure 6Ab. There is approximated a 5dB reduction in the
response of the beam due to the controller with a 74Hz, 500mV harmonic disturbance.
To again observe the effect of spillover, the beam was excited at the frequency
of the next mode. When the controller was turned on, there was an increase in the
response. To better understand what is happening, Table 6.1 lists the open-loop
damping values of the system, the predicted damping of the closed-loop system in
the S-plane, and the predicted closed-loop damping values of the transformed Z-plane
system. The Z-plane values are calculated by using the sampling rate to determine
the equivalent S-plane frequencies and damping ratios for comparison.
As can be seen in the table, the predicted closed-loop damping in the Z-plane of
the uncontrolled poles is slightly less than their open-loop damping values while the
predicted closed-loop damping of the uncontrolled poles in the S-plane is equal to or
greater than their open-loop values. This is in agreement with the theory presented
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Figure 6.3: Two-Filter Design
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Table 6.1: Open-Loop Damping versus Predicted S-plane and Z-plane Closed-Loop
a ues.
Damplng VI
Open-Loop
S-plane
Z-plane
freq.(Hz)
damping freq.(Hz) damping freq.(Hz) damping
polel
0.1119
31.7
29.6
0.1326
32.0
0.0078
0.0619
pole2
73.2
0.0669
73.8
73.4
0.0141
pole3
127.9
129.7
0.0100
0.0117
0.0135
129.7
0.0078
pole4
201.1
201.1
0.0086
200.7
0.0085
pole5
287.2
0.0029
0.0030
287.2
287.2
0.0030
filter1
0.1830
46.0
0.15
33.4
0.1268
30.9
filter2
0.1750
77.0
95.4
0.18
78.2
0.1545
in Chapter 3. Therefore, the response of the beam at the uncontrolled modes can
increase due to the digital controller. It should be noted that although the damping
of the uncontrolled poles decreased slightly, they remain stable while there was a
significant increase in the damping of the two controlled poles.

6.3

Three-mode control

The last tests performed simultaneous controlled three modes with three tuning filters.
The design procedure of the tuning filters is the same as the two mode controller.
The highest frequency filter is designed first. A closed-loop system is formed by the
system and this filter. The next highest frequency filter is then designed around the
closed-loop system. After the second filter is designed, another closed-loop system if
formed by the first closed-loop system and this second filter. The last filter is then
designed around this new closed-loop system. The filter frequencies, damping rations,
and gains used in the design are listed in Table 6.2.
The controlled response of the beam are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. For Figure
6.5a, a 34Hz harmonic disturbance was used with the an approximate 8dB reduction
in the response due to the controller. A 74Hz harmonic disturbance was used in
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Table 6.2: Specifications for the Three Filter Controller
Filter Frequency (Hz) Damping Ratio Gain
0.18
0.3779
166.0
3
0.1465
2
0.20
94.0
46.0
0.20
0.1436
1

Figure 6.5b, with a reduction of 3.5dB due to the controller. When the beam was
excited by a 128Hz disturbance, the response decreased by 6dB due to the controller,
shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.7 shows the open-loop and closed-loop frequency response functions of
the system with a three-mode controller. As can be seen in the figure, the responses
of the targeted modes have decreased significantly. While the response of the uncontrolled mode at 200Hz decreased slightly, the response at 290Hz has increased by
about 3dB. This effect is explained by the discussion in Section 6.2. Overall, the
controller is effective in the vibration suppression of the targeted modes.
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Chapter 7
Concl usions and
Recommendations
1.1

Conclusions

This work investigated the use of Positive Position Feedback (PPF) as an effective
method to perform Active Vibration Control as part of an Active Damage Control
System (ADCS). It is believed that one of advantages of reducing the vibration in
a structure is that the in-plane stresses that can cause delamination in a composite
material are also reduced, one of the goals of ADCS. A simply-supported beam was
used as the test bed which used strain gages as the sensing element and piezoelectric
ceramics as the actuator. Using a S1S0 controller, vibration suppression of several
modes was accomplished.
Positive Position Feedback has received very little attention since it was first introduced by Caughey and Goh, but it appears to be an effective means for vibration
suppression. They presented PPF as an alternative to collocated rate feedback because it was shown that in the presence of actuator dynamics, collocated rate feedback
had the potential to become unstable. For continuous-time systems, PPF was shown
to be conditionally, globally stable, with a non-dynamic stability criteria.
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To the best of the author's knowledge, the issue of sample-data systems using PPF
has not been addressed until now. It was shown that unlike the continuous-time PPF
control where only the lowest frequency mode had the potential to become unstable,
in the discrete-time, some of the higher frequency modes also have the potential to
become unstable with large gains.

In addressing the issue of discrete-control of a large number (infinite) of modes
with a finite (not infinitesimal) sample period, it was noted that modes existed inside
the closed-loop control with a sample period greater than the 'Nyquist' period. It
was shown that the S to Z mapping resulted in these undersampled poles (and zeros)
following a spiral path towards the origin.
Two design methods for PPF filters for use in digital control were presented.
One method involved designing the filters in the Z-plane. Since the design process is
dependent on the pole and zero locations, and therefore sampling time, the sampling
rate that will be used needs to be known before the filters can be designed. Also, if the
sampling rate changes, the filters need to be redesigned due to the new pole locations.
The second method involved designing the filters in the S-plane and converting them
to the digital domain. It was shown that if the filters are designed in the continuoustime, the 'Tustin' transformation successfully mapped the filters to the Z-plane for
digital control.
Due to the design of the holding clamps and the resulting end conditions of the
beam, the testbed exhibited conditions more like "real world" structures (not easily
modeled by analytical methods and time varying). Therefore, a quick curve fitting
routine was developed to determine the system model from a drive-point frequency
response function.
Using the design procedure discussed in Chapter 3, tuning filters were designed for
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use in three different SISO control experiments. In the first experiment, one tuning
filter was used to control the 32Hz mode. A 15dB reduction in the beam's response
was accomplished. Using two tuning filters to control two modes, 12dB and 5dB
reductions in the beams responses for the 32Hz and 74Hz modes was accomplished.
Similarly, three tuning filters were used to successfully control the 32Hz, 74Hz and
128Hz modes for reductions of 8dB, 4dB, and 6dB respectively. By using more filters
to control more modes, there was a reduction in their effectiveness. This is partly due
to spillover, discussed in Chapter 3, that alters the filter's design specifications. It is
believed that the fewer tuning-filters per sensor/actuator pair would result in better
vibration suppression of the modes being controlled.

7.2

Recommendations for future research

There are numerous possibilities for future research involving Positive Position Feedback for Active Vibration Control. Since it is desired for this control approach to
possibly become a part of ADCS, future tests should be performed on composite
beams.
The design of the tuning filters so far has been by trial and error. The approximate
fil ter- pole locations are specified, but not the exact locations. As a result, it would
appear that the control may be less than optimaL Therefore, an optimizing routine
for the design of the filters is another logical step. Also, the stability proof given for
PPF in Chapter 3 was for continuous-time systems. If possible, a similar stability
proof for the discrete-time system with PPF would be a contribution in this area.
Lastly, Positive Position Feedback could be used in MIMO-control experiments.
The tuning filters could either be completely coupled as described by the equations
of section 3.2.1, or as local controllers in a decentralized control scheme.
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APPENDIX A
FRFID.M
clear
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
Y.
Y.
Y.
1.
1.

Code to estimate Poles and zeros from a measured FRF
Loads file Data.mat - contains :
freq - vector that contains the FRF Frequencies
Txy - measured Transfer-Function
Calls subprograms: findf.m - file to isolate a range of the FRF
crvft.m - file that determines the poles and zeros
in the section of the FRF determined above
subtf.m - file to divide out the effects of the
poles and zeros determined in crvft.m
Saves polzrs.mat - file that contains the complex poles and zeros
in the vectors Pt and Zt

load data
txy=Txy(:,l);
Pt=D;
zt=D;
kg=l;
rsp=JyJ;
while rsp == 'y',
[f2,txyl]=findf(freq,txy);
[P,Z,k]=crvft(f2,txyl);
Ptold=Pt;
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Pt=[Pt P]
Ztold=Zt;
Zt=[Zt Z]
kold=kg;
kg=kg*k;
[Txyp]=subtf(freq,txy,P,Z,k);
disp('Hit any key to see new FRF');
pause
semilogy(freq,abs(Txyp))
pause
rsp=input('Is new Tf acceptable (yIn) ? ','s');
if rsp == 'y',
txy=Txyp;
end
if rsp ==' n' ,
Pt=Ptold;
Zt=Ztold;
kg=kold;
end
rsp=input('Do you want to fit another peak? (yIn) -','s');
end
disp() All your poles are : ))
Pt
disp(' All your zeros are : ' )
Zt
save polzrs Pt Zt kg
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FINDF.M
function [f,txyl] = findf(freq,txy)
y.
Y.
Code to estimate poles and zeros from FRF
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Show FRF

cnt='n' ;
while cnt == 'n',
semilogy(freq,abs(txy»
xlabel( 'Hz')
pause
input('Start Frequency (Hz) - ');
sf=ans;
input('End Frequency (Hz) - ');
ef=ans;
si=round«sf-.9114)/.4888);
ei=round«ef-.9174)/.4888);
f=freq(si:ei);
txyl=txy(si:ei);
semilogy(f,abs(txyl»
pause
input('Is this range OK (yIn) ? ','s');
cnt=ans;
end
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CRVFT.M
function [plsl.zrsl,k]=crvft(f2,txyl)
Y.
Y.
Code to estimate Poles and Zeros from a Transfer Function
Y.
using the invfreqs and freqs functions
Y.
[pls,zrs]=crvft(f2,txyl) where f2 is frequency vector
Y.
txyl if TF over frequecy
Y.
Y. Old begining to try and use a gain
Y.function [plsl,zrsl,k]=crvft(f2,txyl)
k=l;
cnt='n' ;
while cnt == 'n',
nb=input('Order of numerator to fit data to - ');
na=input('Order of denominator to fit data to - ');
[b,a]=invfreqs(txyl,f2*2*pi,nb,na);
semilogy(f2,abs(txyl),f2,abs(freqs(b,a,f2*2*pi»)
pause
cnt=input(' Is curve fit good enough (yIn) ? ','s');
end
Y.[poles,zros,k]=tf2zp(b,a);
poles=roots(a);
Y.polesl=abs(poles)/2/pi;
zros=roots(b);
y'zrosl=abs(zros)/2/pi;
Y.
Y. attempt to reproduce tf2zp to calculate gain k
Y.
Y.
bl=b./a(l);
Y.
while (all(bl(:,l)==O»
Y.
bl(:,l)=[];
Y.
end
Y.
zros2=roots(bl);
Y.
k=bl(l);
Y.return
Y.
Y.

Determine Poles
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'I.
plsl=[];
rsp=' y' ;
dsp=zeros(na,2);
for i = 1 :na
dsp(i,:)=[i,abs(poles(i)/2/pi];
end
while rsp == 'y',
dsp
disp('Choose number of correct pole to keep - screen will be show again')
pause
shg
pause
il=input('Which pole to keep (The first number of a pair) ? -');
pls(l)=poles(il);
pls(2)=poles(il+1);
plsl=[plsl plsCl) pls(2)];
rsp=input('Any other poles to keep? (y/n)','s');
end

'I.
'I.
'I.

Determine zeros

zrsl= [] ;
rsp='y' ;
dsp2=zeros(nb,2);
for i = l:nb
dsp2(i,:)=[i,abs(zros(i»/2/pi];
end
while rsp == 'y',
dsp2
disp('Choose number of correct zero to keep - screen will be show again')
pause
shg
pause
i2=input('Which zeros to keep? -');
zrs(1)=zros(i2);
zrs(2)=zros(i2+1);
zrsl=[zrsl zrs(l) zrs(2)];
rsp=input('Any other zeros to keep? (yIn) - ','s');
end
rsp=input('Any single zeros to keep? (yIn) - ','s');
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if rsp == 'y',
dsp2
il=input('Which zero to keep? -');
zrsl=[zrsl zros(il)];
end

1.cont='n' ;
1.B=poly(zrsl);
1.A=poly(plsl);
1.[B,A]=zp2tf(zrsl',plsl',1);
1.H=freqs(B,A,f2*2*pi);
1.semilogy(f2,abs(txyl),f2,abs(H»;
1.pause
1.while cont =='n',
1. k=input(' Choose a gain (if first time choose 1) - ,);
1.
[B,A]=zp2tf(zrs1',plsl',k);
1.
H=freqs(B,A,f2*2*pi);
1.
semilogy(f2,abs(txyl),f2,abs(H»;
1. pause
1. cont=input('!s gain O.K. ? - ','s');
1. end
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FRFID.M
function [txyp] = subtf(freq,Txy,P,Z,k)
Ye
Ye
Ye
1.

Function to divide out the effects of certain poles and zeros
from a frequency response function
[txynew] = subtf(freq,Txyold,P,Z)

B=poly(Z);
A=poly(P);
H=freqs(B,A,freq*2*pi);
txyp=Txy./H;
1.
Ye Attempt to use a gain K
1.
Ye[B2,A2]=zp2tf(Z',P',k);
1.H2=freqs(B2,A2,freq*2*pi);
1.txyp2=Txy./H2;

disp('Hit any key to see view old Txy-green, created Txy-red,
new Txy-blue');
pause
semilogy(freq,abs(H),freq,abs(Txy),freq,abs(txyp»
Yesemilogy(freq,abs(H),freq,abs(Txy),freq,abs(H2»
1.pause
1.semilogy(freq,abs(Txy),freq,abs(txyp),freq,abs(txyp2))
pause
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APPENDIX B
PPF_T8.C
/*******************************************************************
*
PPF_T8.C
3-Filter PPF code.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This code is derived from SISO.c, the five mode
controller for the simply supported plate vibration
control experiment. Closed-loop control is generated
here.
The code writes the following
binary data files:
y.dat
yhat.dat
qe_disp.dat
qe_vel.dat
qe_dist.dat
yacc.dat

measured modal acceleration amplitudes.
estimated modal acceleration amplitudes.
estimated modal displacement amplitudes.
estimated modal velocity amplitudes.
estimated disturbance states.
measured physical acclerations (optional)

Modifed for transputer control system
12/27/90
GKE
Optimized for performance
3/18/92

GKE
Extended to 5-mode controller
3/31/92
GKE
Redesigned for PPF control with limited time run
4/19/93
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GTF

*
*

*************************************************************************

*1
1*

To Communicate with the T2 data acquisition

*
*
*

NOTE:

node~

use LINK3

T8 integers are 32 bits
T2 integers are 16 bits

*1
'include
'include
• include
'include
#include
'include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
<conc.h>
"pzt_cal.hll
"ppf_fltl.h"
"savemat.c"

#define
ADCGAIN 3.00Sf
1* board amplifier gain
*1
'define
AD_SCALE (4096.0f/(20.0f/ADCGAIN»
'define
CAL
1.0f/AD_SCALE 1* 1.624896006655574e-3 *1
1* 'define NLOOPS 7000000 *1
1* number of control loops to perform
'define
NLOOPS
30000 1* number of control loops to perform *1
'define UTOINT16(x)
'define INT16TOVOLT(x~ mean)

«x)*204.7f + 2047)
«(x)-(mean» * CAL)

int savemat(FILE *fp, int type, char *pname, int mrows, int ncols,
int imagf,
double *preal, double *pimag);
int control(void);

1*

Global Variables
*1
float Yl[NLOOPS], Y2[NLOOPS];

1*
Global Filter Variables *1
1* float Xl [NLOOPS], X2[NLOOPS], X3[NLOOPS], X4[NLOOPS], X5[NLOOPS],
X6 [NLOOPS] ;

*1
1*
Global Control Variables *1
1* float Ul[NLOOPS];
*1
double dummy[2*NLOOPS]; 1* scratch space for MATLAB data output *1
void main(void)
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*1

{

int i, k;
int start_time, stop_time;
float freq;
FILE *dataout 1 ;
FILE *dataout2;
FILE *dataout3;
k = BLOOPS;
dataout1 = fopenC"y .mat", "wb lt ) ;
dataout2 = fopen(lIu.mat", "wb ll ) ;
dataout3 = fopen(lIx.mat", "wb");

/*
/*
/*

Physical Measurements
Control */
Filter States */

*/

start_time = control();
stop_time = Time();
printf("Number of Low-Pri ticks = Y.d\n", stop_time - start_time);
freq = k/«stop_time - start_time)*64e-6);
printf(ItFrequency 1,4.1f Hz\n", freq);
printf(IIWriting Data File .... \nll);
for (i=0;i<NLOOPS/10;i++) {
dummy[i] = (double) Y1[i*10];
dummy[i+NLOOPS/I0]
(double) Y2[i*10];

=

}

savemat(dataoutl,O, "y" ,NLOOPS/10 ,2,0, (double *) dummy, (double *) 0);

for (i=0;i<NLOOPS/50;i++) {
dummy[i] = (double) U1[i*50];
}

savemat(dataout2,O,"u",NLOOPS/50,1,O, (double *) dummy, (double *) 0);

*/
/*
for (i=O;i<NLOOPS;i++) {
dummy[i] = (double) Xl[i];
dummy[i+NLOOPS] = (double) X2[i];
dummy[i+2*NLOOPS] = (double) X3[i];
dummy[i+3*NLOOPS] = (double) X4[i];
dummy[i+4*NLOOPS] = (double) X5[i];
dummy[i+5*NLOOPS] = (double) X6[i];
}
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savemat(dataout3,0,lI x ",NLOOPS,6,O, (double *) dummy, (double *) 0);

*1
fcloseall();
}

1* .............. control loop ................. *1
#pragma asm

.MOD 1
#pragma endasm
int control(void)
{

1* control voltage in correct DAC format
int u16;
1* measurement data from T2
int y[2],n;
1* physical measurement data
float y1,y2;
1* Filter state vectors *1
float x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6;
1* control *1
float u1;

*1
*1

*1

int nloops, k;
int start_time;

1* Initialize Values for filter states and control *1

= O.Of;
U1
[0] = O.Of; *1
1*
xi = O.Of; x2 = O.Of; x3
x4 = O.Of; x5 = O.Of; x6
u1

= O.Of;
= O.Of;

1* Send the number of control loops to the data acquisiton T2
nloops = NLOOPS;
ChanOut(LINK30UT, (char *) tnloops, 2); 1* send 2 bytes to T2
printf(IIPress any key to start\nll);
getch() ;
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*1
*1

1*----------------------------------------------------------------MA I N
k

L0 0 P

= -1;

1* set loop counter *1

start_time = Time();
printf ("Starting Control ... II) ;
while (NLOOPS > k++)
1*
while (1)*1
{

1*
1*
1*
1*

*1
*1
*1
*1

Read in the strain voltage values from the T2
We are reading this in as two non-zero bytes, and
then 2 zero bytes to simplify the code on this
transputer. We expect a LSB -> MSB transfer

ChanIn (LINK3IN, (char *) y, sizeof(y»;

1* convert the integer value to voltage *1
yl
y2

= INT16TOVOLT(y[0] , ADCO_MEAN);
= INT16TOVOLT(y[1] , ADC1_MEAN);

1* Calculate Control ( u=Cd*x + Dd*y) *1
ul = Cfdl *x1 + Cfd2 *x2 + Cfd3 *x3
+ Cfd4 *x4 + Cfd5 *x5 + Cfd6 *x6 + Dfd *yl;
ul = -1.0 *u1;
if (k < 5000) ul

= O.Of;

if (ul > 1.2£) ul = 1.2f;
if (ul < -1.2f) ul
-1.2f;

=

1* send control voltage to T2. Note, upnt points to u16.
u16
UTOINT16(ul);
1* send 2 bytes
ChanOut(LINK30UT, (char *) tu16, 2);

*1

=

1* Store current time step in global variable *1
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*1

1*
Xl[k]
X5[k]
Ul[k]
Yl[k]

=
=
=
=

xl;
x5;
ul; *1
yl;

X2[k] = x2;
X6[k] = x6;

X3[k] = x3;

X4[k] = x4;

Y2[k] = y2;

1* Loop to decrease Sampling time
n=O;
while (n < 325) {
n=n+l ;

*1

}

1* Filter state transition equation (x'= Ad*x + Bd*y)
xl
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

=
=
=
=
=
=

Afdll
Afd21
Afd33
Afd43
Afd55
Afd6S

*xl
*xl
*x3
*x3
*x5
*x5

+ Afd12
+ Afd22
+ Afd34
+ Afd44
+ Afd56
+ Afd66

*x2
*x2
*x4
*x4
*x6
*x6

+ Bfd1 *y1;
+ Bfd2 *yl;
+ Bfd3 *y1;
+ Bfd4 *yl;
+ Bfd5 *yl;
+ Bfd6 *y1;

} 1* end control loop *1
return(start_time);
}
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*1

PPF_T2.C

1***************************************************** ************

*

* filt_t2.c

*
*

*

Data Acquitsion code for 5-mode simply supported beam
controller using PPF
* Programmed By:

*
*
**
*
*
*

GKE

12/27/90

Modified for 5 mode controller

GTF
4/19193

******************************************************************

*1
#include <conc.h>
#include <inline.h>
#define HEAP 1024
#define
#define
'define
#define

ADC Ox6000
SH Ox6100
HUX Ox6200
DACS Ox6828

'define ADCMASK OxOfff 1* Since we have a 12-bit converter *1
1* mask off the high nibble. *1
inp(Process *);
outp(Process *, int);
void main(void)
{

int nloops;
Process *ain, *dout;

1* read in the number of control loops from the root transputer *1
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1* allocate the processes *1

ain = ProcAlloc(inp, HEAP, NULL);
dout = ProcAlloc(outp, 256, 1, nloops+1);
ProcPriPar(ain, dout);
}
inp(Process *p)
{
int i;
int *adc, *sh, *mux; 1* Hardware addresses *1
int outdat[4]; 1* we need 8 bytes to pad each word with
1* 2 zero bytes to make it look like *1
1* 32-bit ints we are sending back to *1
1* control node. *1
1* zero out the outdat[2i] *1
for(i=O; i<sizeof(outdat)/sizeof(int); i++) {
outdat[i] = 0;
}
*sh
adc
sh
mux

=
=
=
=

1* track mode *1
(int *) ADC; 1* assign the hardware pointers
(int *) SH;
(int *) HUX;

0;

while(1) {
*sh = 1; 1* hold the data

*1

*1

*mux = 0; 1* channel 0 *1
ProcWait(1);
*adc = 0; 1* start the conversion, channel 0
Chanlnlnt(EVENT); 1* are we done? *1
outdat[O] = *adc t ADCHASK; 1* save the data

*1

*mux = 1; 1* channel 1 *1
ProcWait(l);
*adc = 0; 1* start the conversion, channel 1
Chanlnlnt(EVENT); 1* are we done? *1
outdat[2] = *adc t ADCMASK; 1* save the data

*1

*1

*1

ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *) outdat,sizeof(outdat»;
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*1

*sh = 0; 1* track
ProcWait(l) ;

*1

}
}

outp(Process *p, int nloops)
{

int data;
int *dac;
dac = (int *) DAC5;
*dac = 2047; 1* zero the output

*1

1* control the number of loops in this routine *1
1* while(l) {*I
while(nloops--) {
data
*dac

= Chanlnlnt{_boot_chan_in);
= data;

}

*dac

= 2047;

}
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